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About This Software

Sound Flare is the industry's first full native VR audio workstation (not plugin) that enables intuitive and WYSIWYG VR audio
editing. The VR DAW revolutionizes the iteration process of audio monitoring in VR, which directly improves sound

localization and production efficiency.

A whole new interaction and editing experience:
Sound Flare is the very first DAW built for virtual reality. You can look around your mixing environment and interact with the

controls as if you were in a full sound studio. Sound clips can be added to the scene, dropped into the tracks, and then intuitively
dragged around in 3D space all with the Vive controllers.

WYSIWYG (What you see is what you get) VR audio editing:
Once the sound clips are arranged in the scene as desired, you can press play and listen to what the mix will sound like in full

3D, without ever taking off the Vive headset. If a sound is not coming from the desired location, use the Vive controllers to grab
it and move it as needed, and then press play again to immediately test how it sounds in the new location. This 3D audio mixing
process is much faster and more efficient than using a plugin for a traditional DAW. Once the mixing is complete, the audio can

be saved into a WAV file for future use.
Note: Currently only supports binaural audio, but we will be adding full ambisonics mixing in a coming update.

Direct support from Mint Muse’s audio engine and lower level SDK:
All sound processing is done in real-time by Mint Muse’s custom 3D audio engine. This engine gives a great sense of 3D

presence by moving the audio from inside your head to anywhere in the environment with any standard pair of headphones.
Move a clip far to the left or behind and it will really sound as though it is coming from that position. The Mint Muse audio
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engine does all this processing for you - quickly, efficiently, and with very low latency. latency.
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Title: Mint Muse Sound Flare
Genre: Audio Production, Early Access
Developer:
Mint Muse Inc
Publisher:
Mint Muse Inc
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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